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"Tel/ .the Truth and Don't Be Afraid"
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Ultimatum

DR.

:A final effort to round up de-

1uent students who have not

Ud their Warbler pictures ta

lred Ryan of the Ryan studio

keep the studio open · today
7 p. m.' tm 11.

·,

speci al

concession is being

for the many students whose

.!urns will not permit them
:e a.trip uptown during the

tnajority of the student body

Jlready had their pictures
1, but there are still many who

failed to do so. It is especial
d that seniors, since they
to hav� a picture made this
piyway, do so now and have
:re in their last year-book.
011 will be the last chance to

YOU think you have
lroubles just keep on read- -

'l'ough as

seems, Dr.

it

a:Iomecoming week-end
working in his home
.ent. The reason is that
.I years ago he fell off

·se and hurt his back.

to

classes
.

last

lay "full of spirits but

eareful with his back.
1t spring, Dr. Hartley
it lost his voice. Today
•aks well above a whis-

the campus next Wednesday, to
help Eastern observe National Ed
ucation Week by speaking at as
sembly. A member of Eastern's
faculty from '34 to '38, Dr. Sloan
is now a member of the Education
department at New York State
College for Teachers in Buffalo.
Recognized as one of the edu
cational leaders in
the country,
Dr. • Sloan will address a public
meeting in the Old Aud next Tues
day at 7 : 30 p. m. Dr. Sloan's trip
is being sponsored by the local
chapter of Kappa Delta Pi, nation
al education fraternity.

/

too young or
to be a freshman ? Con1llte facts, the plain, sober,
YOU'RE

illoyed truth; the notable
that have become a fol

of eimilar teports made in

years.
in the \ Eastern Illinois
11lege bulletin for October
IY of changes in the stu
at Eastern, presented
1rs Dr. Emma Reinhardt,
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trust" draft for the purpose

Library Building
N�ars Completion

of

SOON THOSE students who use
the library regularly will have
to go farther than a hop, skip and
versary celebration at next year's
jump down the Main hall.
The new home for the library
Homecoming.
staff and their volumes will be
&
·
Stanley Elam, Public
rations
found· near the power plant, the
director, will send a written invi
Industrial Arts building, and the
�tion to each person who is to be cafeteria. In other words, it is
being built in the middle of what
a member of the board, which will
used to be the iris gardens.
Whenever one passes this bar
meet November 11. Plans for the
racks-like building these days one
1948 Homecoming will be discuss
sees men at work in, on, and
ed, and changes or additions to the
around it. So far the main neces
customary events will be consider
sities for a building to be a build
ing have been completed; that is,
ed.
the roof, walls, and floors have
been constructed.
Standing at one end of the build
ing and looking up,. one is amazed
by the rows upon rows of lights
hanging from the ceiling. It seems
like an immense building, especial
ly after one has seen the cramped
on 1200 students follows:
quarters in which the library has
been kept for many years.
Athletics and sports $1.85 $6660
There is much that is still left
Entertainment
1908
.53
to do before the books can be
Forensics and
moved in and the building can take
dramatics
720
20
oil. an atmosphere befitting a li
Health and
brary. Partitions, desks, racks,
Hospitalization
3240
.90
tables, shelves and all the other
Music Activities
1512
.42
necessary equipment of a library
Social Activities
504
.14
must be finished and put in.
Students publications 1.96
7056
The heads of the library staff
must be buzzing with all the plans
$6.00 $21,600
as to where, how, and when every• thing can be arranged.
The addition of this "temporary"
library will be one of the finest im
provements on the campus this
year, not only in the way of addi
tional room but in service to the
students.
making plans for the golden anni

·

1925-6
16 to 37
17 to 36
19 to 37
21 to 32

\
A � Kange
1940-1
16 to 38
18 to 26
19 to 28
19 to 44

1925-6
91.3
8.5
.2

Percentage
1940-1
87.8
9.9
2.3

1945-6
17 to 29
18 to 41
19 to 54
J,9 'to 44

__.....

-----

Pre-Med Student�
Given AAMC

·

tion of American Medical colleges
were given Monday, October 27,
in the Science building to 1 five
Eastern pr�-medical students.
Students taking the examina
tions were: LeRoy Richards, Mary
Ethyl York,
Nickolas B. Thull,
Darrell

E.

Statzer,

and

Jerry

Heath.
The examinations were given by
Dr. William H. Zeigel, director o:f
guidance,
and
Dr.
Harris E.
Phipps, head of the chemistry de
partment, as part of the 'guidance
program.

Zeigel to Attend
Guidance Conference

1945-6
47.7
27.5
24.8

Percentage
1945-6
1940-1
22.8
16.3
20.2
20.1
22.0
18.5
28.1
36.8
5.2
5.6
.9
1.2
.0
.7
.o
.5
.7
.4

married students in 1940-1&1945-6 Grps.:
Percentage
Number
1945-6
1940-1
1940-1
1945-6
6.9
.48
14
2
7.5
.29
8
1
22.5
3.4.
16
5
41.0
5.6
25
7
( Continued on page 5)

·

tions prepared by the gradu
ate record office for the Associa

lent groups living various distances from the college:

·

members will make up a "brain

MEDICAL ENTRANCE examina-

it groups holding various attitudes toward teaching:

1in

Drafts 'Brain

Entrance Exams

head of the department of Educa
tion, and Dr. Harry L. Metter, di
rector of teacher training and
placement that analyzes the gen
eral characteristics of five student
groups: 1925-6, 1930-1, 1935-6,
1940-1 and 1945-6.
Material has been grouped and
presented to emphasize compari
sons between general character
istics of the five student groups,
three of which will be used in clas
sifications below: .
·

1ear .,._,___________ _
7ear •-----------

Public Relations

JUNIOR STUffENTS and faculty

THE LUTHERAN Student center
at 1441 Ninth street will have
a chili supper from 5:00 p. m. to
7:30 p. m. tomorrow.
There will be a' charge of 50
cents per person for the refresh
ments, chili, pie, and coffee ; and
the welcome mat will be out to
all students.

ures.Don't Lie; You're
t Too Old or Too Young

��--------�--

DANIEL ERICOURT, distinguished young French-American,
rated
among top flight pianists, will present the first program of the
1947-48 Entertainment course tomorrow night in the Health Edu
cation building.
Mr. Ericlurt has been an annual soloist in London, Berlin, Paris,

Trust' fo'r 1948

Chili, No Less·

)

year

Ericourt Presents Piano Concert Tomorrow

Sloan will return to

ATHLETICS AND publications
once again received the bulk of
the student activity fee when the
apportionment board met and dis
tributed the $6.00 fee last Thurs
day. Budgets from the various
boards were submitted totaling
$6.70 and the apportioners pro
ceeded to cut the extra 70 cents.
Music and social activities re
ceived the largest increases over
last year as 'each took a six-cent
jump. Health and hospitalization
was the only board that had its
submitted budget approved.
It
received 90 cents'per student" per
quarter.
The total apportionment based

,epar t m e n t, can come
1ugh.
" Hartley strained his

me

PAUL
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Athletics, Publications Top
Apportionment Board Grants

hard T. Hartley, zoology

:G

=--��.a:-.� $t

1es

Paul Sloan Returns;
Speaks at Assembly

. CHARLESTON

DR. WILLIAM H. Zeigel , director
of guidance, will attend the third
annual guidance conference spon
sored by the State Board of Voca
tional Education and other inter
ested agencies of the state this
Saturday. The conference will be
held at the Springfield Jul)ior col
lege.
Dr. Zeigel will participate in the
program and will serve on a panel
discussing group guidance proced
ures.

Hams Get the Air
A NEW program will soon. be in-

augurated by the Ham club
and will be known as Ham News.
Tentative plarls are being made
for a thirty-minute weekly broad
cast from station WLBH at Mat
toon.
The exact time of the program
will be announced later.

Edwards Travels to
Chicago Meeting Nov.

Brussels, the Hague, Vienna, and
Budapest.
In the United States
he has played with the symphony
orchestras of Cincinnati, Cleve
land, Detroit, and San Francisco.
_He has given more than 150 con
certs in Latin American cities.
Mr. Ericourt, who :was ·associat
ed with Debussy in Paris in his
youth, will play three of his se
lections in his program. His pro
gram will be almost the same as
the one presented in Carnegie hall
October 2.
The program is as follows:
"Sonata in C major" by Mozart,
Allegro moderato, Andante conta
bile, Allegretta; Four Songs with
out Words by Mendelssohn; Novel
lette, Op. 21, No. 8 by Schumann;
Sonata, No.
3, by Prokofieff;
"Mouvement,"
"LaTerrasse des
audiences du Clair de lune,'' and
"Feux d' Artifice" by Debussy;
Ondine by Ravel; "Sponsalizio" by
Liszt; and "Mephisto" by Liszt.

Botany Faculty Attend
Academy Meet at Benton

DRS. E. L.
STOVER,
W. M .
Scruggs, and M. Cregar, attend
ed the Illinois State Academy of
Science meeting held at Benton,
Ill., Saturday, October 25. A meet
ing-place for the Academy next
-Ma,- was chosen, and plans for
work for the coming year were
made . Reports of various commit
tees were heard.
According to Dr. Stover, presi
dent of the Academy, one of the
more interesting committees is the
one that studies the results of the
National Science search for talent
ed students. "It is through the re
ports of thi s committee," said Dr.
Stover, "that the universities and
colleges obtain students of high
8 . ability and promise."

DR. ARTHUR U. Edwards, principal of the elementary train
ing school, will attend a meeting
of the board of control of the Ill
inois Association of Supervision
and Curriculum �evelopment at
the University of Chicago ·Satur
day.
The purpose of the meeting is to
discuss plans for the year's work
and for the annual meeting of the
organization. The annual meeting
will be held at Easte'l'n next April
23 and 24.
Dr. Edwards will also attend a
meeting of the committee on child
study. Dr. Edwards holds member
ship on this committee.
·

\

Program Schedule
Program
schedule
for
"Let's Go to· College" for this
week is as follows:
November 5--"The Chil
dren's Hour," Bryan Heise
November
6-Workshop
presentation,
Jean
Marie
Potter
No�mber 7-Meet Your
School, Charleston High
November· 10--Music Ap
preciation, Lee Crook
November 11-Student So
cial Science Forum

Eastern World Feqeralists Meet;
To Make Application for Charter
Prof Gets an "A"On His Own Ans-A.er Sheet
IT

ISN'T. often that professors
(especially of psychology ) tell
a class a joke on themselves. One
of the best was one Donald A.
Rothschild told his Education 344
or tests and measurements class
the other day.
On every test, it seems, some
students forget to sign their names
on their papers, and so they are
left until every one else has been
accounted for. The first paper like
this received a grade of "A," so
he set it aside. After all the rest
of the papers had been graded, he
looked over this one more careful
ly. It was his own "key" paper!
In this story even teacher gets
an "A" for his efforts!

EASTERN'S CHAPTER of the
World Federalists, Inc.,
held
its first meeting last Wednesday
ev,ening. More than enough people
"were present to warrant applying
for a charter, and plans were made
for doing so; plans were also made
for the drawing up of a constitu··
tion for the organization.
If interest keeps growing, a
roomier meeting place ma y have
to be chosen, it was said.
All _persons interested in the
perpetuation of World Government
as a means of establishing and
maintaining -world peace, may at
tend the nteetiitg" today at 7 :30 p.
m. in room MlO.
It was expressed that "it is the
moral obligation of . all who are
aware of the perilous situation in
the world to be concerned."
Mr. Lee Crook acted as sponsor
and Tom Rothchild presided at
last Wednesday's meeting.
·

'

Wednesday, November 5,
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Rankin Carries On

Pledges to Continue a;lbo Ideals

THE LATE Senator Bilbo of

Mississippi

can

now rest

in

peace.

His would-be successor to the United States
senate, John E. Rankin, has sworn to uphold those prejudiced
issues which Bilbo carried to. his rave with such narrow

g

minded stubbornness.

Edwin A. Lahey, staff writer of the Chicago Daily News,
at Memphis immediately before
Using the
Rankin went on the air with a campaign speech.
interviewed Mr. Rankin

same vituperative words in speaking to his radio audience as
he had used in private interview with Lahey, Rankin appealed

to the voters on the grounds of white supremacy.
Stating that the "enemies" of Mississippi were "Com
munist-inspired Northern Negroes,'' Rankin asked for un
divided support in his campaign. In his appeal for support
of white supremacy Rankin said, "We've got the perfect sys
tem for getting along."
Apparently Mr. Rankin isn't confining his "brilliant"
theories to Mississippi. He even has an answer to the inter
national economic problem. When Mr. Lahey asked for his
opinion on the Marshall plan, the unsubtle Mr. Rankin an
swered, "I'm for the Rankin plan. Do you know what that
is? It's to let those lazy people in Europe go out and go to
work. It they want money let them sell bonds against their
own country." Simple, isn't it?
After "clearing up" the economic angle, Rankin offered
He said, "Every few
a solution for avoiding future wars.
years we should bomb some useless island off the face of the.
earth, and then no one will attack us." Apparently the UN
can stop worrying and leave it to Rankin.
If the voters of Mississippi send such a man to the sen
ate they will reflect not only their own intelligence, but on
that of Congress and the United States as well.

We

Forgot

,Flag Wasn'f at. Half-mast

•

WE FORGOT something last week when we were pra1smg
the Panthers for their great victory over Normal Sure,
the boys deserve all the laurels, but we forgot to even re
member some other American guys who won a victory for
us far more important than our traditional and good-natured
rivalry with ISNU.
Governor Green proclaimed a period of remembrance
.throughout this area for the war dead who returned to Mattoon.
Flags were to be flown at half mast from Thursday
through Saturday, October 23-25.
At the flag raising ceremony before the game, the stan
dard went to the top of the pole. We stood and listened to
the "Star Spangled Banner,'' and most of us wished the
band would increase the tempo so the game could get under
way sooner. Yes, the flag went up and stayed at the top.
It didn't come back down in humble memory to some guys
who died so that Eastern would have its annual chance to
beat Normal.
We were more than a little ashamed to see the stars and
stripes at the top of the pole when we knew that it was sup
posed to be half way down in memory and reverence to some
men much like us who will never see another football game or
hold a girl in their arms at the Homecoming dance.
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You are supposed to know
news."
We confessed that we
nothing new for the· week.
"Well, I'll tell you," s aid
"There is a big short story
test, sponsored by Yesterdaf
gazine.
The winner of the
test gets five hundred dol
"There are millions of co
They are not news. What
of a contest is it?"
"It is a short story
and it IS news because it
won by our own F. S. Loe
"How do you know that
win?"
"Here, look at this. lt'1
short story that he is en
We picked up the folded
and found them interesting,
haps you will
be interes
reading it.· It goes:
"Francois Mirapois"

JIM McKAY is still looking for his freshman friend with the
two missing molars.
He dropped by looking for infor
mation.
We told him of a report that someone named Merle Bil
liter claimed to be that person.
We also told him of a report
that this person is five feet five.
"You're mixed up," Jim replied, "Mr. Five by Five is a
' "No. We made sure though. We
song. I've heard of a person

Shygull W estbrock's too
thundered down the narrow
tracks.
"Damn these Frogs!" he
claimed. "They are the mo
iotic, stupid, moronic, im
people that I have ever seen!
Shygull didn't like French
The sky was le·aden, grey,
listless, but the country was
In the distance over the hi
cock was crowing. Insects
chittering, and in a tall tree a
was twittering.
But Shygull didn't give a
about the country. He didn't
a damn about anything but
self. He was hot, and he waa
ting out.
Shygull passed quickly
sight around a sharp turn in
road just as an angry man
ed the turn going the other
The man was carrying a gun.
turned quickly and a sharp
followed by a scream, follow
silence, sounded across the
The ,man with the gun
about and walked ahead. He
ried two dog tags and a fi
scotch. He was a
Frenc
And as he passed before the
he could be heard to say, (
lated) "These Yanqquis are
dumb, stupid, moronic, and
becilic."
He didn't like Americans.

"That's funny. We thought we
had the right dope."
"No, you had the wrong one."
"We don't mean it that way.
We didn't even know the guy. Who
do you think did it?"
"I don't know. All I know is
that I'm going to have a tough
time getting news for you until I
have found him."
"Let's
not talk about news.
What's up?"
"What do you mean
by that.

Jim concluded, "There are
ough brains to win every c
in the country here in Ea
You know that w dish-Ame
Line contest?"
We replied that we did.
"Baldy Mead was going U>
it, but he changed his mind."
"Why?" we asked.
"He can't speak Scandlna
That's rough, but he's lucky,
know what they do with y
Sweden?"
_
"No. What?"
"They put you on a Srno
bord and give you a rub do

Jim McKay

Stfll Hunts Prince Charming;
Names Short Story Winners

named Billiter. I think someone
is trying
to
josh you.
You
mustn't go around believing such
stuff."
"Why do you think that it
wasn't he?"
"I've already investigated. Some
birds told me this morning, so I
got Jim Gindler, Woody ldleman,
and Jake Dalton and hunted this
guy up. I've got two of his molars,
you know.
.
"Well, we found him
in the
Chatterbox and got him down on
the floor. He didn't have any
molars missing."
"So he wasn't the guy?".

pulled out two of his molars and
compared them with the ones that
I have. They weren't anything
alike."

The Soap Box

(finish)

•

Stanley Elam Berates News for What He Calls 'Smelly' Editorio
Editor Eastern State News ·
Dear Editor:
HERE ARE some stray notes
which will help straighten out
the record-somewhat scrambled
by News editors in the past fev;
weeks.
At the time the News printed an
editorial stating that no dance
band had been secured for home
coming, both the editor-in-chief
and the associate editor knew that
Al Jahns had verbally agreed to
play. The fact that Jahns did'not
come is irrelevant. The News was
guilty of.. not telling the truth.

J'accuse!
Ask Bill Zeigel, who can pie}!: the
rest of that editorial into its doz
en smelly components-sleazy rea
soning, misinformation, disloyalty,
etc.
Then there was a little filler at
the bottom of the editorial column
last week. I hesitate to call atten
tion to it, because it embarrasses
Dr. Palmer and nearly everyone

who reads it.
. What I feel forced to say about
is this: In stating that "the old
grads weren't back " the Newsi once
again went on record without get
ting the facts. Then they affixed
an entirely gratuitous ques.tion at
the end, "Has someone failed?"
I have gone to the trouble of
gathering the facts. In answering
the question, were the old grads
back, I must begin this way: They
were not back in the 1946 number.
The reasons seem pretty obvious.

The year 1946 was momentous as
the first big one after ·a long war,
during which homecoming had been
played down. There was plenty of
money in alumni pockets. The old
grads had a great time back at
Eastern.
The faculty, who are both hon
est and in a position to know, said
these things about this. year, and
I quote: "Over half of the Prairie
State Field Studies students not
enrolled this quarter were here."
"I belteve there were more alumni
back this year; at least I saw
more." "There were more at our
sorority meeting than ever be
fore." "I thought there was a good
crowd of alumni back." "I think
fewer alumni were present than us
ual . . . I think it no fault of any
person on the committee. The high
cost of living may well be a fac
tor." "Attendance at the home ec
onomics meeting was low because
so many of our people had to at
tend vocational conferences at Chi
cago." "I thought attendance was
reasonably good on the part of al
umni."
Nuff said? Perhaps you'd like
to quote from my letter to faculty.
I'll enclose a copy.
Stanley Elam
, October 29, 1947
Dear Faculty Member:
Because we want to make the
Golden
Anniversary
Celebration
homecoming next year the best to
date, I am ·asking for frank criti-

cism of homecomings of the past,
1947 in particular, and for sugges
tions with regard to improvement.
Sample
criticisms:
"The
old
grads weren't back." (Taken born
the News) "The high school bands
have no place in homecoming."
"The dance band wasn't well ad
vertised." (For obvious reasons)
"Parking and traffic at the dance
were poorly cared for."
We want other trivial criticisms,
but chiefly we would like to have
suggestions which will make the
1948 celebration one of imagjna
tion and significance. Preparations
for it must begin now. A meeting
of certain of the chairmen will be
held within the next two weeks.
We are especially concerned to
know, however, whether the News
criticism was justified .... (Home
coming)' was , better
advertised
than last year. A magazine went
to two thirds of the alumni in Illi
nois, a letter went to all of them,
and . newspapers carried items for
three weeks in advance. Four hun
dred window cards were placed in
conspicuous places in 25 nearby
cities two weeks in advance. Two
radio programs were aired Friday.
Fifteen papers carried one or more
advertisements
of
homecoming
events.
All
householders
were
urged to invite former student ten
ants back. Etc., ad infinitum.
Only the faculty are in a posi
tion to say that alumni attendance
was good or poor, because they
alone can compare with other

years. Please let one of your criti
cal remarks below deal with at
tendance.
Stanley Elam and
Wm. H. Zeigel

G

Both the editor and associate

editor had it on �hat they consid

ered an unimpeachable source that
Al Jahns was not coming before

the editorial you

15

•

mention

(Oct.

.'No, Cats, We W�m't Have

•

Stan Kenton) was printed.
The comip.ents on

the

"smelly

components" of the editorial bor
der on libel.
The

editorial

about

the

old

grads not being back was not fill·
er.

No

one

has

spoken

to

the

editor about being embarrassed by

it-not even Dr. Palmer.
Since

when

do

statements

of

facts-as you call them- begin

with such phrases as "I believe . ."
"I

think . . ." "I

We

quoted

thought

your

?"

• . . .

letter to

the

faculty for one reason. That rea

son was the last paragraph. "Only
the faculty are

in

a position

to

How about · returned
say . . . • "
students who began their sojourn
at Eastern before some of
the
present faculty even knew about
Eastern?
Nuff said?-Ed.

FOLLOWING ARE excerpts

the

article "The

Veteran

The Professor: a GI ind.ictm
of our institutions of higher

ing," which appeared in the
tober 18 issue of School and
cietf.

" ... . The GI has entere4
lege as' a full-fledged and
citizen . . . he wants to be
ed for a specific job and not
to fritter away his time
ming inconsequential facts
as learning the names of all
signers of the Declaration o
dependence, conjugation of
Vulgar Latin verbs, memo
the date that Shakespeare
said "Hello " to Ann Uathaw
how many hours Benjamin
lin had to stand in the rain
his kite . . . What does he
He wants more competent ln
tion . . .. their instruction ia
onl y incompetent, but also
quated and unrealistic . . A
majority of professors no
understand student attitudest
The veteran wants more m
practical and realistic cours�
(he) requires- more modern
ment for his training needs."
This ,is the point of view
student; what has the profe
say? Both sides
of
the
should be heard and we mi
the improvement to m0<lerni
are looking for.
Respectfully your&,

liter Bi1

ned Dt

e, is oppo1

etball star,
with
ed in what
e're "both D1
Foll emer1
ad smile :
weeks. "Tb
.,, "in makii
mind but ir:
cky woke 1
ial S cience .!
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Ginkgo Fruit Is Not
ir

Fruit; Only Seed Cover

Bit McKay; Googer Boys
Declaration of Independence

WHEN IS a fruit not a fruit?
When it is on a Q:inkQ:o tree.

'By Bob Sterling
.
ll40NE-PUNCH" Billiter claims to be "McKay's 'Prince Char
!WS.

t?"
co
: story
Jecause it w·
F. S. Loes
know that

:oes:

moronic,
im
Lve ever seen.
� like French
leaden, grey
l country waa
over the h'
ing. Insects
in a tall tree a
'

didn't give a
try. He didn'i
anything but
wt, and he waa
sed quickl y o·
L sharp turn in
1 angry man
Jing the othei
carrying a gun.
and a sharp
scream, follow1
ad across the
ith the gun
.ked ahead. He
tags and a fi
was a Frenc
1sed before the
1eard to say, (
a
e Yanqquis
, moronic, and

ded, "There are
to win every c·
y here in Ea:
at Swedish-A

" with twenty-seven teeth" . . . Says Merle, "All I know is

1me goony-looking upperclassman came up to me Homecoming eve
:ed if I were

a

freshman. So I hit him." . . . Merle is a short

�-appointed

freshman from Morrisonville, who despite his s
is opposed to fisticuf:iing ... Paul

.II star, has a ·lot in comw i th President
Truman.
in what manner, Paul said,
•
1 both Democrats." . . : Le
·ron emerged from class with
'
smile and an "A" for the
. "The secret," says Le"in making 'A's' is not in
· d but in the nose." ...Bob
woke up long enough' in
8cience .233 the other morn
uswer, to himself, the ques
-'ven by· Dr: Sharp as to
name appeared largest on
:Jaration of Independence.
:odest answ er, "The Googer

Grismer,

former

nick-

Redmon

honor, and happiness rather than
nobility; to be important, not. a
wheel, and discussed, not loved; tc1
study less, think less, talk more,
act more; to cut classes in favor
of the "Littl Campus" with open
mind; to ,receive VA
checks
on
time, sleep -late Monday, take off
at noon Friday, never hurry. In
a way, to let the mind rest, un
hindered and wiconscious, pass on
into oblivion. When all this hap
pens, I will call it my paradise.

o/"

Freshman's Fancy

!astern co-ed is only a co
a good beer is a drink.
.tion
was like the freshman who
attended
1t the instructor
to hear him lecture.
ise
live contented within my
i to seek luxury rather than

·

I wish i were a college prof,
A-teaching in this school,
A-doing nothing all day long,
But just a-te�hing fool,
I wouldn't grade, I wouldn't

test,

Elephant's Child

This may sound like nonsense,
·1:iut according to Dr. E. L. Stov
er, head of the botany department,
the ginkgo does not
bear fruit.
That fleshy structure
one
sees
and smells so plainly is merely the
outer covering of the seed ..
The ginkgo biloba belongs to
the family of trees called gym�o
sperms, bearing uncovered seeds.
To this family belongs the ·coni
fers, cycads, and another group
for which
there is no common
name. Formerly there was a \large
famil y of the ginkgo, but it is
now the o,nly one of its species re
maining.
The fleshy part of the ginkgo
seed is an alogous to the peach.
The flei;hy part of the peach may
be compared to the outer layers of
the ginkgo. When this outer wall
decays the inner pit
is
visible.
Within this pit is the true repro
ductive part, or the seed itself.
The seeding structure
of
the
ginkgo has all the resemblances of
actual
a fruit,. but none of the
characteristics.

Why Did You
Miss Assembly?
QUESTION ASKED:

ing a"ssembly last week? How do
you think the assembly program
could be improved ?
PHILIP NANCE, sophomore: Until we get rid of the dry speak
ers we will not have good assem
bly attendance. T h e
programs
should not be devoted to prolonged
discussion of
contr.oversial
sub
jects. Make them more entertain
ing.
DON
HARRIS,
freshman:
The
material is of little interest ex
cept to social science or English
majors. How about some scientific

,

;?"

WATCHES

SILVERWARE

Just 4 Doors South of the
Square on Sixth St.

JOE FENDER, Mgr.
EAST OF FIRE HALL

GORDON MacRAE1$ Latest Capitol Release

... ''I Sl'.&t qgrJCLIUJ&

Q

ARK the name: Gordon MacRae. You're going

M

to be hearing more and more of him, for this

newest platter of his is really a record for the books.
Another record for the books is the fact that all over

America more men and women are smoking Camels
than ever before!
Why? You'll find the answer in your "T-Zone" (T for
Taste and T for Throat). Try Camels. Discover for
yourself why, with smokers who have tried and com
1e GI has ente
ill-fledged and
he wants to be
!Cific job and no·
iway his time
iequential facts
the names of
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conjugation
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me'
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' to Ann Ha tha·
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•

ICE CREAM

Open Weekdays 7 :30 a.

�z=-ra��z�.
It's

PHONE 28

FOUNTAIN DRINKS

"

that we did.
Ld was going
inged his min
e asked.
speak Scandi
, but he's luck
;hey do with y1

RINGS

BURGER BASKETS

ICE CREAM
441

DIAMOND S

•BREAKFAST
• PLATE AND DINNER LUNCHES
• EVENING MEALS

HOME MADE

Ask Your Grocer

741 Sixth St.

Phone 68

SNACKBAR

GREEN'S

Prompt Delivery Service

DELIVERY SERVICE

EAT'AT THE ....

SUNDAES

,

·

-POPCORN

SODAS AND

A PRODUCT THAT MUST PLEASE

Montgomery
Cleaners

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

FRESH HOT

GIANT MALTS

PRAIRIE FARMS
MILK_

·

SNYDERS JEWELRY STORE

�

I wouldn't even care-
For I'd have more friends
in a day,
Than many a millionaire.

What rea-

son do you have for. not attend

reports instead of political discus
sions?
KENNETH
CONNELL, sophomore: Leave out the
debates.
Musical programs such as the ones
we have had are all right. We need
to cultivate an appreciation of the
fine arts.
JAMES
WELDON,
sophomore:
Due to the fact that I am not
taking any economics, social sci
ence, or education this quarter I
did not go.· I realize that no as
sembl y program could please every
person, and I appreciate the priv
ilege of not being required to at
tend programs which do not ap
peal to me.

. pared, Camels are the "choife of experience"!

CAMEIS
SUIT ME

BEST!

Moie �are s.toki..g CAMELS tlca.iever before!
-

.

m.

to

7 p.

CLASS OF '25

m.

510 JACKSON

r
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Eastern .Presents

Eastern Alpha Phi Omega
Co-Host at U of I Conference
DELEGATES FROM 20
colleges
and universities in Illinois, Indi
ana, and Michigan will attend· the
sectional conference of Alpha Phi
Omega, national service fraternity,
at the University of Illinois Satur
day and Sunday. Eastern's Delta
Psi chapter,
and
Alpha
Alpha
chapter of the · University of Ill
inois will act as co-hosts.
Twenty members of Delta Psi
chapter and Dr. Donald R. Alter,
chairman of the advisory board of.
Alpha Phi Omega' at Eastern, plan
·to attend the conference.
Mr. Tom V. Waber, member of
the national executive board, will
serve as presiding officer. Dr. M.
C. Hayes, national first vice-presi
dent, and other members of the ex
ecutive board will collaborate.

According to
Mr.
Sidney
B.
North, national secretary, the con
ference is designed to be a train
ing course in Alpha Phi Omega
activities and p rocedures. The pro
gram is designed to provide a help
ful exchange of ideas and to make
possible personal acquaintanceship
and fellowship among men of Al
pha Phi Omega.
The Saturday sessions of the
conference begin at 10 a. m. and
last until 10 p. m., with time out
for the· football game between -1ll
inois an d Western Michigan in the
afternoon. Sunday
morning the
first session starts at 8 :30 a. · m.,
with worship services planned for
11 a. m. The closing session, with
a summary of the discussions a,nd
projection of plans for the future,
will begin at one p. m. The con<
ference is scheduled to adjourn at
2:30 p. m. ·

"Kickoff" Assembly
ROUSING

CHEERS

from

the

student body and stirring music
from

Eastern's

marching

band

echoed from the walls of the men's

Inabnit Replaces

gymnasium last Wednesday as the

"Homecoming

Thomas in VA Post
DR. DARRELL J. Inabnit of the
student advisement sec ion of
the Illinois Veterans commissiOn,
has succeeded Mr. Harry Thomas
as Illinois Veterans commission of
ficer at Eastern.

assembly

Leading the program were Bill

t

Mr. Inabnit will be .at Eastern
on Tuesday of each week from 9:00
a; m. to 4 :30 p. m. He will be con
cerned with all veterans' benefit
problems, including education, insurance, disability and claims.

Kickoff"

program was presented.
Ensign and Allan Corbin. Humor
ous skits generally to
ment of the freshmen

the

detri

were

pre

sented. Recordings of the program
were made by the radio depart
ment and sent to station WDZ,
W CAR, and WLBH for rebroad
cast.
Speaking before the assembly,
Dr. E. H. Taylor, original member
of the E astern faculty and head
of the mathematics department for
"forty years,"
said, "A
college
its
lives and is perpetuated
by
ideals, its traditions, and its spir
it."

·

Mr. Inabnit has his B. A. de
gree from the University of Minn
esota, his M. Ed.
degree
from
the University of Colorado, and at
present he is working. on his Ph.
D. in education at the University
of Illinois. He is student adviser
there, having joined the
Illinois
Veterans commission this year.

Continuing, he described various
members of the earl y faculty and
told of their later achievements.

In the army Mr. Inabnit acted
as associate professor of military
science and tactics at the Univer
sity of Minnesota, and also was
an assistant professor in the same
field at the University of Illinois
for two years.

More cheers and music from the
Eastern band completed the pro
gram.

major from Walter Reed General
hospital because of a physical dis
ability.

Transferred to the air force, he
served in the ETO, once having
escaped from Europe through .the
underground.
He had .bailed out
over Yugoslavia.
In January, 1944, Mr.
Inabnit
was captured by the Germans after
being shot down over
northern
Italy. He was repatriated on the
Gripsholm early in 1945.
Mr. Inabnit was retired as a

LINCOLN CLEANERS
PHONE 234
Neatness counts' at college.
Have that well dressed
appearance

Chi Rho Drafts Charter;
Continues Tournament

Tri Sigma Holds

•

Open House Since 1

CHI RHO, newly organized house
at Sixth and Lincoln, is buzzing
with activities these days.

�

The new group pres nted
its
draft of a fraternity constitution
to the faculty board this week. Ap
proval of this petition will add
the fourth social
fraternity
to
Eastern's campus.
After a mid-term lull, due to
exams and Homecoming prepara
tions, Chi Rho's checker "brains"
are picking up their positions in
the fraternity's tournament. Char
les Clark is the favorite in this
b.attle of . the squares.

paid
Homecoming preparations
off for the group . Ten dollars was
recently added to the treasury as
first prize money for ' �rganized
house decorations.

SIGMA SIGMA Sigma o
doors

of

its sorority ho

nearly 200 guests last Sund
their first

open house since

At 3 p. m. the first visi
rived at the brick house
enth street to meet the gir
inspect the house. Guests
the house from basement to
floor.
Special
invitations
sent, but everyone was
Guests arrived from 3 p.
p. m.

m.

Punch and cake were se
the dining room. The room
decorated with purple and
asters.

RUSKIN THOMPSON
AND SON MARKET'

Seymour Gives Talk

"Biggest Little Store
in Town"

DR. GLENN H. Seymour, of the
social science department, spoke
on the Marshall plan before the
Mattoon Junior Women's club last
night, 'in the Chamber
of
Com
merce rooms at Mattoon.

FREE DELIVERY
Will Rogers Theatre Bl
PHONE 156

For Your October
Picnics,,and Weiner Roasts
CALL

lSOO

For Your

Buns . . . Doughnuts . . . Rolls

IDEAL BAK·ERY

NORTH SIDE SQUARE

Buzzard Visits Normal,
Wesleyan Campuses
PRESIDENT ROBERT G. Buzzard
represented Eastern at Illinois
Wesleyan university Saturday, No
vember 1, when the newest execu
tive officer
of
that
institutiin.i,
President Holmes, was inaugurat;..
ed.
. The afternoon of the same day
Dr: Buzzard attended homecoming
festivities of Illinois State Nor
mal u�iversity at Normal. ·

Bring Your Entire Week's Wash to the

MEADOW GOLD
Pasteurized, Homogenized Milk i� good Health
Insurance. It's fortified with 400 units C>f Vitamin
'
D. You'll find Me dow Gold �t all Grocers.

�

•

LAUNDER-RITE
In j,ust 30 minutes the Bendix has
finished your wash

30c
Per Machine Full with SOAP FREE
All Automatic Bendix Machines

GOLD

MEADOW

Open Daily Except Sunday From 7 a. m. to 8 :30 p. m.

LAUNDER-RITE

BASEMENT OF THE LAWES HOTEL
P rivate Entrance on 5th Street

CHARLESTON, ILL.

Say it with Flowers

NEW

MAKE IT A HABIT!

PORTRAIT

Send lovely flowers
often!

DELUXE

COLD WAVE PERMANENT

HELM'S

FEATURING

FLOWER SHOP

New Twin Grip Plastic Curlers

Phone 39

Makes Ho me

WILL ROGERS BLDG.

100
TH E

CHATTERBOX

Permanent Waves

50

Per Cent LOVELIER

e

SANDWICHES

e

SOFT DRINKS

e

SALADS

'

·

Come in and peek at these
luscious sweater sets. Fine
soft wool knitted

to hold

its shape.

LIGHT,
,
AND

LINGERING
LOVELY

Yill>tlY PRODUCTS FOil llMElllCA AU Clll/ITID IN INGl.AND AND FINISHED IN THI U.LA.

&

DELICIOUS

Try Them Today
ACROSS

"CALIFORNIA GIRL"
Twin Sets

That are . . .
HEALTHFUL

Per Cent EASIER

BLACK'S PHARMACY

Appetizing Lunches

FROM

OLD

J. M. Williams, Prop.

MAIN
Ph. 210

(Second Floor)

$9.95
ALEXANDERS

Pl.OM THI OlllGINllL ENGLISH FOii.MUi.iii, COMBINING IMPO&TID AND DOMllTIC' INGUllllNrl

I

OWL WALGREEN AGENC
DRUG STORE

EAST SIDE SQUARE
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at the fo m
t lofty rOO!
I of Charlest4
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nect the po·
buildings.
k, and extr1
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Tower to
nel; It 's a
orte.r's Day
THE lofty, airy tower of

1ouse since

Main to

first visito·
It house on
iet the girls
!. Gues ts
'asement to

the

deep, steamy

[,ittle Store

Theatre

From the ethereal heights, I
descended to the
eeriie
. Long heating tunnels
t the power plant with
buildings. They are long,
k, and extremely humid.

the indispensible aid of a
'ght, I made my way through
a rooms and around giant
pipes. Then I found the long,
1ted tunnel that connects the
,building
with
the
power
Like the catacombs of Rome,
1nel reaches out beneath the

,RY

·

Age
Under 20 - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Not a pleasant place, heat
the steam pipes makes
temperature high, the at1here
extremely
humid.
1teps echo from the near
concrete walls.
You
feel
much alone and helpless.

the terrible thougl:!t hits
"My God, what if I'd pass

----------

1940-1

60.4

88.8

---

72.8

47.0

67.2

71.7

70.8

66.7

69.0
75.4

The percentage of college students by ages :

49.9

20 to 24-11 - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

5.8

36 and above -----------Those not answered

--

)

2.5

--------------

.8

----

1945-6

47.6

-r

41.0

25 to 29-11 - -- - - - - - - - - - - - -

30 to 34-11

Percentage
1940-1

1925-6

42.5

44.6

40.2

.3

2.3

3.8

12.6

.4

1.8

3.3

.O

.7

St:udent groups who exepct to make teaching a step to other vocation :
Class

First year

Second year

Third year

-

- -- - - - - - -

-

.

Percentage

1940-1

1945-6

27.9

--

--- - - - - - - 

79.5
100.

51.9
51.0

- -- -- - - - - - - 

Fourth year - ----------

79.5

52.0

48.8

Student groups giving various reasons for coming to college :

T o get general education _ _ _

Other reasons - - - - - - - - - - - -

' 16.8

.2

1.6

the
Perfect Gilt

Such

ideas would seµd a timid man into
treated.

Denies Marital Rumor

is

offering

$500 for

story submitted,

which

the

has

best

announced

that its annual_ college . writers'
short story contest, that
begtin
with the opening of the fall quar
ter, will run until December 31,
1947.
The contest is open to all offici
ally enrolled undergraduate
col
lege students in the United States.
The best short story selected will
win the first prize of $500. Second
prize will be $250. All manuscripts
received will be
considered
fot
publication, and as the magazine
pays $125 and up per acceptance,
this will provide �ddition oppor
tunity for writers
entering the
contest.
All entry stories should not ex
ceed 5000 words, should be typed
in standard manner for submis
sion, and should carry, on both
manuscript
and
envelope,
the
phrase
" College
Contest," 1 the
writer's name, college, and mail
ing address. J\Jl entries m.ust be

W . GEORGE McMeekan, known to
said
intimates as
"Fabulous",
yesterday that there is no truth.
in the report that he had recent
ly obtained a divorce in Reno, Ne
vada.
McMeekan spiked the rumor . by
asserting : "I've never even been
married."
He attributed the false story to
the large amount of Far West ad
vertising that is attached to his
car. These placards were affixed to
his
automobile by over-zealous
night club operators during a re
cent trip to the West, the young
man contended.

accompanied by a self-addressed,
stamped envelope, and should be
sent to Tomorrow magazine, 11
East 44th street, New York, 17,
N. Y ..

NEW SPECIALS
Neptune
Arro

HUTTS TAX I
Fully Insured

Local and Distance
.

•

•

Fresh Popcorn
Will deliver to parties

FINE PHOTOGRAPHS

a hasty retreat to daylight. I re

Short Story Contest

Also

Always

out down here from lack of oxy
I'd never be found ! "

26.8

5.2

6.4

Fabulous McMeekan

54.8

10.6

7.3

------

1945-6

84.0

6.a

Prepare to enter other

gen?

1940-1

80.3

Prepare to teach - - - - - - - - -

college or school

Percentage

1925-6

Reason

Magazine Announces
TOMORROW MAGAZINE,

1945-6

86.8

67.7

Second year --------------

Fourth year

Percentages

1925-6

Class

First year - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Few students ever get
on
roof of the main
tower
use the stairway is closed

to the left beyond the air
is a faint smoke haze on the
in where Mattoon carries on
IJasiness of the day. The en
pus and
Schahrer field
ible, as are the varied woodand surrounding farms.

Rolls

Student groups who came to college _directly from high school:

Third year - -- -- - - - - - - - - - -

C
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(Continued from page 1 )

beneath the lower floor,
are the places your reporter
been going in search of a

at the fourth floor. From
.t lofty roost, one can see
of harleston and much of
111rroundin g farm land as
lies green and beautiful in
afternoon sun.

'own"

Figures Don't Lie; You're Not Too Old or Too Young

PHONE

36

Bike

Boat

Bike
Motors,

uishers,

dios, Musical
Corn Poppers.

712 Jackson

Phone 598

.

Phone 286

South Side Square

0

UK
QZBD

LINGERIE DEPARTMENT

•

Ra

Pop

HARRISON'S
BIKE SHOP

In Our . .

Pajamas

es

Supplies,

R YA N ' S

of Old Main, all in a day's work
for a reporter hunting a feature
story.

J ROGTQ
ZIX(f.f"z1

........ , . ,..

�OIC�Zc;

NEEDS

.
· ·
.
·..·....•· · ·· ··
... ·
. ...
..

Gowns . . . Robes

.

*

t 8 :30 p. m.

)

.

Dress Well Shop

>TEL

I

"I'll read the last line nrst
it says Dentyne Chewing Gum."

FROMMEL

... �

u ;� �
E R

·

1

E y
.J

'

~
·

ING

"My eyesight may be weak, but I can alwaya
aee Dentyne. It atanda right out for flavor.
Yes, air, Dentyne Chewing �um'a in a claH
by itself for refreshing, long-lasting flavor.
And it sure helps keep teeth white, too !"
Dentyne Gum-Made Only by Adam•

HARDWARE
See Us For
see the new Curlee Suits
and winter, you will agree
111uch distinction could only
1m superior skill-in styl
'kmanship, in the careful
If materials. We know
1ing to like these suits
will want to select from
ings the clothing for your
winter wardrobe. Here are
lilaasculine styles--modern
being extreme-which give
comfortable assurance of
10king your best. Here are
,·ty woolens, selected in the
latest patterns. Here is
.hip such as you've been
seeing in clothing of con
higher price range. Add
.hip which builds com
fit and lasting wear into
nent and you have to
the reasons why each
more
finds
·e season
men choosing clothes
the Gqrlee label.
1u

and see the new Curlee
Winter Suits which we've
•laced on display . . You
.at every suit in the line
ly priced. For style, fit
'--for real distinction1und to be right if you
Curlee Suit.

CLOTHING CO.

.

•

Sporting Goods

Gifts

Electrical Appliances

Paint

Housewares

Dishes

Leather Goods

Glass

PHONE 492

P R O FESSIONAL CARDS
DR. 0. E. H ITE

N. C. IKNAYAN, M. D.

DENTIST

Charleston, Illinois

First National Bank Bldg.

SOUTH SIDE SQUARE

Office Hours,

9 :0b-4:80

Phone 69

601 Jackson

Residence 380

Office Phone 360

Hours by Appointment

DR. WARREN C.
HUCKLEBERRY
OPTOMETRIST

DR. W. B. TYM

F

Eyes Jhamined--Glasses
itted
Lenses Duplicated
HUCKLEBERRY BLDG.
Phones: Off. 808, Res. 1808

DENTIST
Charleston National Bank Bldg.
Phones: Off. 476; Res. 762

CLINTON D. SWICKARD, M.D.

We extend an invita
tion

to

students

all

MACK W. HOLWWELL, M.D.

y

Ph sicians and Surgeons

Eastern

to take ad

vantage of the services rendered by this in
stitution.

Office Hours, 1 : 00 to 6 :00

Office Phone 30

511% Jackson Street

Res. Phones 773 - 430
DR. DEAN A. AM.BROSE

Charleston National Bank

G. B. DUDLEY, M. D.

Hours by Appointment
604% Sixth St.

·

OPTOM

ETRIST

Eyes Examined--Glasses Fitted
Visual Training

North Side of Square
Phones 326 and 340



Exting

Violins,

from

From the tower to the catacomb

NITE-WEAR
tEE

Road

Whizzer

Pyrene

Bicyles.

You Will Find The Answer To You r

has

Motors,

Motors,

P. B. LLOYD, M. D.
PHYSICIAN and SURGEON
Eyes Examined-Glasses Fitted
Linder Bldg.
Phone s : Office 94 ; Res., 694

Wednesday, November 5,

PAGE SIX
with a few interruptions for penal

1 3 Po i n ts F a i l Ag a i n , Cheste r's

ties, one of which removed "Gun
boat" LaRose, big E·astern tackle,

Co n ve rs i o n Toe Win n i n g Fa cto r
Ind. State 1 4 Eastern 1 3,

good.

They Fail to Stop Two .

the

loose

13-point jinx

With

has

from

In

diana State 14 to 13 last Saturday

�

was

Panther

not

aerial

hitting

as

attack
in

A holding penalty look

pre

vious games.
Eastern com
pleted three passes out of 11
attempts with two intercep
tions while Indiana connected
for five out of 12.

Eastern was on the march
again in .the second quarter,
sparked
by · Earl
Benoche,
shifty left half, but a pass by
Boyle was intercepted on the
46 and the tall Sycamores be
gan to move. With 20 seconds
remaining in the first half
Faught passed a long one to
Kunkel who stepped over for
the score.
Chester
dropped .
back and evened it with a per
fect conversion.
Half time
score, Eastern 7, I n d i a n a
State 7.

The first quarter teetered back
and forth until Neal Hudson made
a spectacular catch of Babb's pass

BABB

Eastern : 13

to Hudson

Indiana Sate : 14

Starting lineups :
Hudson

LE

Del Vicchio

La Rose

LT

Blazovitch

Snapp

LGingesbrightsen

Stivers

In the opening minutes of the
third quarter Indiana State was
forced back to their own one-yard
line by a series of penalties. Ches
ter kicked out to Benoche on the
Indiana 45 who ran up to the
30. Gross plunged for three. Then
a reverse with Johnson carrying
moved up to the 20.
Boyle . at
tempted a · pass to Hudson;
then
Gross drove over the center to
the 12 yard line.
Gross again
carried for a first and 10 on the
Indiana eight.
Babb flipped a
short pass to Johnson on the five,
and he went over for the score.
Hilligoss and Haworth again en
tered· the game, but the 13 points
remained;
the
conversion
was
not good.
The remainder of the
third period was a kicking duel
between
Benoche
and
Chester

For
· 2 TDs

The final score of the day
came in the last period with
seven
minutes
remaining.
Faught passed to Wolsi:y who
ran . to the Eastern 11-yard
line. Woolsey plunged to the
three
An off sides penalty
against Eastern moved it to
the one and a half. Then
Faught sneaked across.

Eastern threatened once more
when Hilligoss recovered Chester's
fumble with two minutes remain
ing Hudson momentarily caught
a pass from Boyle, but it dropped.
Baran intercepted Boyle's pass to
Boone in the end zone on the next
play for a touchback, and the
Sycamores stalled for the rest of
the ti�e on ground plays.

ed bad for Eastern but on the
next play Babb flick.ed a pass to
Hudson who jumped high in air
to take it on the 25 and on over
for the score.
The point after
touchdown duo,
Haworth hold
ing and Hilli'tross kicking, sent
Eastern ahead 7 to 0.

on Schah er field.
The

remaining

Then Lencioni sped around left end
to the 28.

this season the Panthers bowed to
rivals

minutes

up two yards through the center.

darkened Eastern's gridiron hopes
their traditional

·

three

in the first quarter Smith picked

from

which

Indiana State 14, Eastern

13 !

Babb Touch down Passes
U NABLE TO shake

and Edds, State's opposite' tackle.

c

DeBaun

Davisson

RG

Cohen

I>itol

RT

Edds

Ghere

RE

Sajko

Boyle
Benoche
Johnson
Gross

QB
LH
RH
FB

Faught
Woolsey
Beatty
Freije

Eastern

7

0

6

0-13

Indiana

0

7

0

7-14

Touchdowns : Eastern : Hudson,
Johnson.
Indiana State : Kunkel,
Faught.
Points after touchdown:
Eastern : Hilligoss; Indiana State :
Chester ( 2 ) .
Substitutions : Eastern : Kruzich,
Roberl;l!on, Lile, Haworth, Hilli
goss, Wargo, Sweet, Boone, Len
cioni,
Scruggs,
Mills, B a b b,
Bujnowski, Howard, Sink, Smith,
Baker, Carlyle.

Pa nthers I nva d e
Northern Saturd a y
DEKALB'S HUSKIES will furnish the
opposition
for
the
In their
Panthers this week end.
second conference tilt the locals
will make the long trip to the
northern part of the
state
to
tackle the Huskies at DeKalb.
Coach George Evans' lads
have not compiled an impres
sive record thus far. In five
games they have
lost
two,
tied two and they have come
out on top on one occasion.
Their victory, however, was a
33-0 win over Western, and
they tied with
Normal
7-7.
The Huskie's only conference
loss was to Southern who beat
them 20-0.
Pue to Eastern's victory over
Normal the Panthers
are es
tablished as the favorites. . This
does not always hold true how
ever as upsets frequently happen.
DeKalb
trounced the
Panthers
last year, 26-0, and have . · 22 re
turning lettermen plus a host of
freshmen· talent. , Their
season
record last year was nine wins
against two losses plus the IIAC
championship.
Three boys who helped the
Huskies to last year's win are
back and are going as strong
as ever. Many fans remember
Captain
Larry
Brink,
Bob
Kaczala, and the fine passer
Fortunato. New stars for De
Kalb
are Tomich, Froelich,
Kleiner, and Strickler.
.The Panthers will

rely

upon

Lon g-Run Boys
Prep fo r Confo
COACH CLIFTON W. Wbitf
his cross-country squad un
rigid
conditioning
progrant
prepar-ation for the confe
meet to be held N oveinber 11
the Eastern track.
Time trials are being he14
often as possible to allow the
·best men to prove and im
themselves.
Don "Skeets" Sullivan will
for t'he first time this season
recovering from a knee inj
Coach White is putting m
\..ll is faith on the following qui
Don Sullivan, Don Glover,
Spillers, Bill Monier,
and .
Barr.
Dick McCullock
will
pushing them for a position.
The m�et with Wes tern
duled for last Friday
off.

probably
Probably
combined
k by Dr.
before 1
State.
stern w�
ir 1916 fo�
"cular Sat
come to
d and
thE
a

their regular starting lineup
no serious injuries resulted
the Indiana State tussle. In
urday's fray the Panthers will
to keep an unbeaten confe
record intact. At present,
em of Carbondale leads the
with a pair of wins agains.
losses while Eastern is in s
with a single win.
The
conference
date :

·

�

2

0

Eastern

1

0

Northern

1

1

Normal

0

1

1

Western

0

2

0

Southern

1

CAPPA-LEE FOOD MART

·

Substitutions :
Indiana
State :
Evans, Kunkel,
Mann,
Garrard,
Baran, Georges, Graves, O'Neil,
Stasny, DeBaun, Gilman, Whit
man, Brady,
Chester,
Peterson,
Richardson, Myers, Petrillo,
W.
Myers.

STAPLES AND FANCY
GROCERIES - MEATS
FRESH FRUITS AND
VEGETABLES

708 Lincoln

•

. . . and Johnson

and took it over for the initial
score of the game. Hilligoss toed
between the uprights to give East
ern a 7 to 0 advantage over the
Sycamores.
Indiana came back in the
second quarter with an almost
identical procedure and scored
with Kunkel taking Faught's
pass for their first marker.
Chester, place-kick perfection
ist
from
the
neighboring
state, made good the conver
sion.
The third quarter belonged to
Eastern as another Babb pass
found its mark with Johnson tak
ing it over
and
placing
that
dreaded number 13· on the score
board.
That's as far as Eastern
went, the conversion was wide.
A quarterback-sneak accounted
for the final score of the game,
as State's Faught sneaked across
from one yard out. The
all im
important kick by Chester
was

GIVING YOU THE BRUSHOFF ?
. Feeling like a sad sack, eh ? Well, fellow,
rescue ' your best girl's affection. Send her
some lovely flowers-the perfect gift. It's
easy. It's inexpensive. Just phone or come
into our shop. Your lovely flowers with a
personal card will be delivered in no time.

*

WHEELERS

·

Phone 2000

COCA-COLA COOL ERS
MAKE IT SO EASY TO
PAU SE AND REF RES H

LITTLE CAMPUS

WOMEN ARE BEGGING US
.

.

for the Recipe

Cause they find our dough
preparation tastier

Cha
OJ

TODAY'S SPECIALS

e

:fresh Baked Pies

e

Variety of Cakes

e

Breakfast Rolls

e

Wide Assortment of Pastries

l!
REJ

PLE A S E return
empty bottles prompUy

K EI T H 'S ·

BA K E RY
WALT WARMOTH, Prop.

TO

-0'.

MEET YOUR

THE

GUA

Monroe at 14th

than homemade!

FRIENDS AT

OU
P ROCI

"Home

�f

Keith's Bread"

•

BOTTI.ED

UNDER

AUTHORITY OI' nt! COCA.COLA COMPANY BY

MATTOON COCA-COLA BOTTLING

Cu.

!mber 5,

November 5, 1 947
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ul Ro ot Died Defending
Goal-line in 1 9 1 6
by Vance Childers

'L ROOT, fullback on Eastern's 1916 football squad : those words

trobably

ullivan will
this season
i knee inj
putting mo
>llowing quinl
on Glover,
1ier, and - J1
ullock will
a position.
i Western
dday

in.
.ce
2

0

0

1

0

0

1

1

1

0

1

1

0

2

0

lART

won't strike a familiar rtng in one's mind.
l'robably not even one per cent of the students and faculty of East1bined have heard the story of Paul Root; here it is as told last
by Dr. Charles Lantz three
before the game with Indi
State.
m was
in the midst of
Your Eyes
1916 football season. On this
1lar Saturday, Indiana State
eome to Eastern's
football
and the closely
contested
was well under way. East
defending their goal, and
Root was acting as lineback-

It's Psychological

A1 Human Camero

lldiana State goes
into a
and then lines up. The
1y blasts thro ugh the cen
of the line and Root makes
tackle. There's
quite a
·Up on the play, but the

•ers get to their feet im-.
1tely and await the next
. Indiana again huddles
gets into position, but as
ball is about to be snapPaul Root's legs buckle
he wilts to the ground.
it is taken to the sidelines
a doctor is summoned. An at
is made to revive Paul and
him back into the game, but
never regained consciousness.
" :d the next
morning as
ills were ringing for Sun
· �ces .
1rs never knew what caused
.I accident. Probably.Ale re
a terrific blow on the back
head, but there were no
to indicate he had been initem never finished that
with Indiana State in
II, and they cancelled the
of their scheduled games

Panther
will go after their fifth
.
1t win this Saturday when
1eet Normal's junior varsity
·d eleven on Schahrer field.
:'ng is known of the Red1ms record but Normal has
been a strong rival and an
game is assured. The
ill wind up the season
Millikin next week.

remembering constitute a continu
ously variable series of events, dy
namic in character and to a large
extent dependent upon ver y defi
nite psychological aspects of the
act of seeing.

Hopeless Confusion

Imagine what would happen if
we always saw things (and reacted
to them) as they appear on the
retina (seeing coat) of the eye ?
The fact is that if vision were a
direct copying process �and our
text-books lead us to believe this)
life and experience would be for
us a hopeless confusion.
The basic function of our eyes
is to instigate movements of ap
proximation and correction of an
adjustory or adaptive character.The
end result of any visual act is
motor. What we see becomes d�
fined in terms of what we do about
the things we look at or what they
do to us. Seeing, perceiving and

We must finall y recognize that
like any other skill is a
habit and therefore susceptible to
training. The limit to which vis
ual perception can be extended
thru proper training is still un
known. We are certain that it can
be improved to an almost incredi
ble extent provided the observer is
willing to work and provided he
utilizes the proper methods. We
have to learn to see just as we
have to learn to swim , to play the
piano and to speak French. This
can be done with skill and effici
ency or it can be done haltingly
and ineffectively.
Seeing

·

VAN BEL��__.
E LECT R I C

1 1 11111 DJ
...

!ii;!�

Always the · Same

GAT ES BARB E R SHOP

M REX Darling's

We can onl y see the pad com
prising four right angles under a
ver y narro w set of consideration;
that is, when it is directly in front
of our eyes and on the line o:f.
sight, and when it is seen under
the influence of certain back
ground and foreground relations.
In fact, the size, angular relations
and relative position of the "ret
inal image" do not vary in any
constant way with phenomenal ex
perience.

Nothing that we can find from
the knowledge of structure of the
retina, the optic bundle or the na
ture of the conduction of impulses
in nerves can possibly give us the
answer, neither can structure an
swer as to what is the physical
By Dr. Dean A. Ambrose
mechanism which enables us
to
It is important to remember that
O pto metris t
discriminate small differences
irt
skill in seeing is not the develop
LAST WEEK in our consideration the intensity of illumination nor
ment of the so called photographic
of the "Psychology of §eeing"
how we see color. The only explan
(Continued on page 8)
we pointed out the fact that See
ation which seems to fit the facts
ing is Interpretation of our Space . must involve psychological consid
World. "f.e stated seeing is a com
eration.
mon haoit, learned from early in
If our friend from Mars is an
fancy and capable of considerable
Visit the
exceedingly inquisitive fellow, he
modification thru training.
would undoubtedly ask many ad
Let us now consider another
ditional questions about simple
RECORD BAR
phase of this relation of vision to
cases of seeing, such as, How do
seeing. The curved surfaces of the
we see shapes ? For example, be
POPULAR AND CLASSICAL
CLIVE DICK
retinae ( seeing coat) comprises a
fore me lies a small pad of paper
PLUMBING
AND
HEATING
'(
RECORDINGS
punctiform distribution of some
about three by five inches. It lies
120 million rods and 7
million
on the extreme right corner of
Plumbing, Heating and
cones. The roda and cones are the
my desk. We know that the an
•
nerve endings of the optic nerve
gles of this pad are all right
Sheet Metal Work
making up one layer of the retina
angles, if I want to draw for my
( seeing coat ) . The number of fi
friends what I see as I look at the
TELEPHONE 295
bers in the optic bundle is such
pad, I do not draw four right
that each incoming fiber must con
angles.
duct impulses to the brain arising
originally from the stimulation by
THEATRE
THEATRE
THEATRE
THEATRE
THEATRE
THEATRE
THEATRE
light of about four thousand of
these very small photo-sensitive
cells.
If to these considerations we
add the fact that the light-energy-

The Eye Is Not

Play Normal

lS
� TO
FRES

density relations in the stimulus
object "out there" are not constant
when the light excites these cells,
and that cross and longitudinal re
lations in the optic bundle repre
sents a further distortion of the
"real" object "out there," then why
should not a visitor from Mars in
quiring about Earth-creatures and
their eyes reasonably ask, "How
can yo u see a continuous, unitary
straight line, this solid black line
on a white background ? " The ap
peal must be to The Psychology of
Seeing.

Will Rogers Theater Bd.

ADMISSION - 1 6 c & 30c

THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

NOV. 6-7-8

SUN.-MON.-TUES.

NOV. 6-7-8

Matinees Sat. and Sun.
FRI.-SAT.

NOV. 7-8
·

-

sWutln

�h
VETERAN'S
CAB

YOU R MOST H I LA R I O U S SCREEN

SERVICE
UR FILM
. CESSI NG IS

SUN.-MON.

Call 61

'UARANTEED
fTO PLEASE

24 HOUR SERVICE
PROMPT-COURTEOUS

·flex 1-400-F 3.5
.der 1-300-F 3.5

Local

11, E-F 4.5

and out-of-town
service

· ·

0
NOV. 9 - 1 0

&'1\l�sperien\',t ,

TRAPPED By
Their Allure I

ii:{'�"J'
.
1
.
J._ ewels of
· Brandenburg
' �� RICHARD
. V MICHELINE CHEIRll
. . ' }tf

�

TRAVIS

A l0.h CU-HUl1·10X "C'TUU

-PLUS-

Jackson Street
10,

Ill.

Ph. 2305

Charleston's

EEKE
MMADER

OLDEST
AND

MOST

TUES.-WED.-THURS.
NOV. 11-12-13

tammv1m®1n•�w�

It's

a

Three-Ring Circusf

\t i•t··r=t''r·�·

�'l/j�

RELIABLE

O n e s h own is "m a n - s i ze"

•

a

·�

made of genuine Morocco, in

popular colors. Has coin purse,
re-.cn ovable pass c a s e , s n a p

.LESTON
,EANERS
COMP»ff IV

�ING

CU.

/

.

610 6th St

WED.-THURS.-FRI.-SAT.

$3.60

fastener

Hanfls Jewelry
Phone 256
•

1 West Side

Your Ass�rance of Quality
and Satisfaction

ADDED

w11i. ·

A

Marjorie MAUf
Louise ALLBRITTON
Percy KILBRIDE
Billy HOUSE

�

�ichard LONG

-�
�
�
�

...

NOV. 12-13-14-15

·
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l

You've Heard 'em

�

the first doubl

The Dope Sheet

of those Indiana State bo

they had been hit.

TH E "CATMAN" SCORES AGAIN
HAVE YOU always
wanted
to
·
know a
quiz contest winner ?
Well

I'll

introduce

you

to

one,

Richard "The Cat'' Lehr. It seems
that WSOY's radio quiz called the
Sig Tau house and the Catman
answered the phone.
The usual
questions were asked: name, ad
dress, occupation, etc. Then came
the big question that was worth
the big prize. Well Cat answered
it correctly, but he wishes he had
never picked up the receiver. It
seems _ that they have no use for

I

•

block we

all year and it was a di

such

as his prize

Most people

down B'mount

way, and now he's trying to give
it away for the second time. Line
forms at the right or phone appli
cations to 2044.
Hats off to Earl Benoche ;md
Chuck Gross who turned in their
best performances o:f
the
year
Saturday. And also' to Neal Hud
son who
played the entire game
for Eastern.
Another bouquet of roses goes
to whoever made that sensational
block in the first quarter. That's

think

Panthers have played five 1
games in a row.

it's

six.

This is

Murray beat the

and Grey 38 to 13 in the las
of the season last year. Pre

Eastern will score at leasi

touchdowns against Northe
Speaking of Northern, th

ed over Western 33 to 0 la

urday, but Normal tied the

7

earlier in the season. Pre
Eastern 19, · Northern 14 ne
urday. Cross your finger�
.

. how did you like them ?

The Student Assembly board is trying to do a good job so that you will
enjoy assembly.

If you have any criticism or comments to make on

They
assemblies thus far, drop your suggestions in the News office.
·
will be given to the Assembly board or printed in "The Elephant's

Child."

What suggestions do you have to help improve assembly ?

Dog Co mes to College;
Soc Sci Profs Eject Him

Your Eyes

AND A little dog shail lead them

-the histor y professors, that is.

Or were the

social science

leading the dog ? .

boys

Regardless of who was leading

whom,

a hunk

of

tousled

canine

invaded the sanctity of Old Main

last Tuesday. He was first sighted

by a News

reporter in the social

science office. Followed a spirited
discussion

by two inhabitants

(Continued from pa �e 7)
eye. There is no such thing as a
photographic eye, the development
of seeing as a perceptual skill is
an enormously
complicated pro
cess. It is literall y true that we see
only a part and that we tend to
see and Teproduce as much or more
thru frames of reference which we
bring to the stimulus situation as
the actual object exhibits to the
eye. We literally see with the en
tire body.

VOTED TOPS ! CHESTERFIELD
mE LARGEST SELLING CIGARE
IN AMERI&fS COLLEGES
-

( (BYNATION•WIDE SURVEY)

of

the office regarding Towser's home
locale, including conjectures as to
wh y he had strayed.

When next sighted by the re
porter the pooch was being forci
bly ejected from the' Main hall.
Dr. Morrison · Sharp was leading
the_ reluctant dog , aided and abet
ted by Dr. Charles H. Coleman.
Commented Dr. Sharp: "I am
not going to the dogs; the dogs
are coming to me."

were o
's Who in
and Colle
gerald, pri
ncil, yestl
was of st1
eouncil,
ty for C<
the fina
cil using
ose chose
y Baughll!
ck,
Eve
erald,
j
on, Ray
orth,
R
ersbough
Swearin

25 Years Ago
UNDEFEATED IN season
play,
Eastern State Teachers entered
ranks with the nation's select col
lege eleven for
1922
with
a
"placement margin score" of three
points
against
Lincoln
college.

Welcome College

way

Students to . . .

.Snappy Se rvice

I N N

L. (

The suit, cleaned the Biggs
always

wins

praise.

Our dry cleaning is
efficient

and

satisfying.

safe,

completely

Try it today.

6th and Jackson St.

THE HOME OF THE

HAMBURGER

BIGGS
CLEANERS

"BUY 'EM BY THE SACK"
You'll like 'em the
way . we fry 'em

Pick Up Service
704· JACKSON

PHONE 456

Open 6 :00 A. M. to 12 :00 A. M.

Die Sta mped School Boxed Paper
1 st Box $ 1 .29-2 n d Box l e
Also School Jewelry one-half price
* * * * *

KI NG B ROTH E RS

BOOK AND STATIONERY STORE
THE SHOP OF THOUGHTFUL GIFTS
Phone 428

West Side Square

·.:::./'� ALWAYS MILDER
J B3 BETTER TASTING
@ C!OOLER SMOKING

